Self Assessment

Challenge: Providing guidance who hasn’t been exposed to something that is useful for them. e.g The Habit?

Connection to first discovery tool

Chart Authoring

Quality infrastructure dashboard
Information views to be shared between the projects

What do we mean by dashboard? How do we want to incorporate that?

Ways to see how you have contributed

we provide different types of building blocks
- Building blocks can be configured by users as well
- More advanced options
- Open ended journaling blocks
- Plugin journaling blocks

User Starts Simple >> User Builds their dashboard

1. Big Picture

Sketch out a literal dashboard

Ton of data
Lots of privacy >> show in a dashboard
A blend between a PCP and a dashboard
Quickly change different parts/views and connect it with your journal

2. Bottom Up

Build something out of all little pieces we have

Chart Authoring
First Discovery
Journal